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Trade Facilitation Capacity Needs: Policy Directions for National and Regional Development in West AfricaPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book provides a comprehensive analysis of both national and regional trade facilitation capacities, issues, challenges and lessons, with a special interest in sustainably advancing West Africa’s regional trade facilitation agenda. It examines the contributions of trade facilitation towards enhancing regional integration and economic...
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Selling Spirituality: The Silent Takeover of ReligionRoutledge, 2004
From feng shui to holistic medicine, from aromatherapy candles to yoga weekends, from Christian mystics to New Age gurus, spirituality is big business. There has been an explosion of interest and popular literature on mind, body and spirit and ‘personal development’. We now see the introduction of modes of ‘spirituality’...
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Scaling, Fractals and WaveletsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Scaling is a mathematical transformation that enlarges or diminishes objects. The technique is used in a variety of areas, including finance and image processing. This book is organized around the notions of scaling phenomena and scale invariance. The various stochastic models commonly used to describe scaling ? self-similarity, long-range...
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The Agile Enterprise: Building and Running Agile OrganizationsApress, 2017

	Discover how to implement and operate in an Agile manner at every level of your enterprise and at every point from idea to delivery. Learn how Agile-mature organizations adapt nimbly to microchanges in market conditions. Learn cutting-edge practices and concepts as you extend your implementation of Agile through the entire enterprise to meet...
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Python: Data Analytics and VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2017

	Understand, evaluate, and visualize data About This Book - Learn basic steps of data analysis and how to use Python and its packages - A step-by-step guide to predictive modeling including tips, tricks, and best practices - Effectively visualize a broad set of analyzed data and generate effective results Who This Book Is For This book is for...
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Developing Data Migrations and Integrations with Salesforce: Patterns and Best PracticesApress, 2018

	
		Migrate your data to Salesforce and build low-maintenance and high-performing data integrations to get the most out of Salesforce and make it a "go-to" place for all your organization's customer information.

	
		When companies choose to roll out Salesforce, users expect it to be the place to find any and all...
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New Models of the Cell Nucleus: Crowding, Entropic Forces, Phase Separation, and Fractals, Volume 307Academic Press, 2014

	International Review of Cell and Molecular Biology presents current advances and comprehensive reviews in cell biology--both plant and animal. Articles address structure and control of gene expression, nucleocytoplasmic interactions, control of cell development and differentiation, and cell transformation and growth. Impact factor...
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Electronic Devices and Amplifier Circuits with MATLAB Computing, Second EditionOrchard Publications, 2008

	This book is an undergraduate level textbook. It is an expanded version of the first edition. The prerequisites for this text are first year calculus and physics, and a two-semester course in circuit analysis including the fundamental theorems and the Laplace transformation. This text begins with is an introduction to the nature of small signals...
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Multimedia Programming with Pure DataPackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide for digital artists for creating rich interactive multimedia applications using Pure Data


	Overview

	
		Carefully organized topics for interactive multimedia professional practice
	
		Detailed reference to a large collection of resources in the open source communities to...
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Mastering Social Media Mining with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using R


	About This Book

	
		Explore the social media APIs in R to capture data and tame it
	
		Employ the machine learning capabilities of R to gain optimal business value
	
		A hands-on guide with...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 DTSSams Publishing, 2000
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation Services  covers all facets in the development of data transformations with DTS. The reader will learn how to create each of the DTS tasks, both in the User Interface supplied with SQL Server and through the object model using Visual Basic or VBScript.
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation...
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Transformation Electromagnetics and Metamaterials: Fundamental Principles and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Transformation electromagnetics is a systematic design technique for optical and electromagnetic devices that enables novel wave-material interaction properties. The associated metamaterials technology for designing and realizing optical and electromagnetic devices can control the behavior of light and electromagnetic waves in ways that have...
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